September 2018

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,
MPC AGM
The MPC Annual General
Meeting was held on the 24th
of August, there were
approximately 75 shareholders
in attendance who were given
an update on MPC’s
The attention to detail by
performance, the achievements
growers is pleasing to see with of the MPC/PGM/MMI group
the growers looking at
and the broader macadamia
innovative ways to improve
industry. A separate report on
their production and at current the AGM is included later in
prices the return on investment this newsletter.
is relatively easy to justify.
It’s transition time in orchards
as the focus changes from
cleanup rounds for the 2018
crop to nutrition, pruning and
crop protection activities setting
up for next years nuts.

Dividend
In August MPC ordinary
shareholders received a
$0.40 fully franked dividend.
Since 2010 MPC has paid
dividends on ordinary shares
totaling $2.05 fully franked
which is a reward for those
growers who have invested in
MPC and goes beyond the
benefit of our competitive NIS
offer.

Shareholders at MPC’s 2018 AGM heard from Chairman Chris Ford about how well the company is performing.
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2018 Season in Review
The 2018 harvest has been
relatively uneventful, no
extreme weather events and a
relatively dry harvest. The
Australian crop forecast has
been increased to 51,0000t of
which MPC will constitute
approx. 25% of this year. This
is a pleasing result for MPC as
a business, our expanding
customer base and for all of
our growers. The additional
volumes will reduce our
overhead costs per kilo and
add to our profitability. The
additional volume allows us to
exert more influence in our
markets by supplying high
quality, food safe macadamias
to customers who share our
long term vision for growth in
market segments that
appreciate MPC’s reputation
for quality.
Supply Increase
The growth in supply has been
in response to MPC continuing
to focus on what’s important to
growers. MPC is 100% grower
owned so we are focused on
delivering services that help
growers save time and money
and be more productive on
farm while aligning our supply
chain partners with our
marketing strategy through
MMI. It’s a good story to sell
and our track record of
delivering on our promises is
continuing to grow our
reputation (see Table 1). MPC
currently has over 340
suppliers and this number is
increasing so we need to make
sure we have the infrastructure
in place to handle larger crops
in the future. This season we
have increased our receivals
capacity and are now
embarking on the construction
of a new 1200m2 building
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Season

Notional
Price

Additional
payment

Final
Price

2008

$1.60

$0.15

$1.75

2009

$2.25

$0.07

$2.32

2010

$2.55

$0.15

$2.70

$0.10

2011

$3.00

$0.30

$3.30

$0.15

2012

$3.10

$0.15

$3.25

$0.15

2013

$2.90

$0.15

$3.05

$0.25

2014

$3.50

$0.15

$3.65

$0.15

2015

$4.70

$0.30

$5.00

$0.25

2016

$5.20

$0.30

$5.50

$0.30

2017

$5.20

$0.30

$5.50

$0.30

2018

$5.20

10 year
average

Dividend

$0.40
$0.202

Total

$2.05

Table 1. MPC’s Performance over the past 10 years

which will incorporate 450t of
drying bins, an additional
processing area and finished
goods storage. This will be
completed in time for the 2019
season.

Marketing Report
Charles Cormack, General Manager,
MMI

We are now well advanced in
the 2018 sales season and
MMI is busy not only managing
the smooth flow of previously
Saving on electricity
As growers you are well aware contracted sales but also more
of the impact of rising electricity recently completing the sale of
some additional kernel that
costs to run fans, conveyors
and on farm shed operations. became available due a larger
than forecast crop and some
To reduce our grid
consumption MPC is installing shifts in the global macadamia
market dynamics.
a 605kW solar electricity
system which will provide
The growing seasons in both
almost 25% of the sites annual Australia and South Africa
power consumption. This
have been good and the crop
initiative helps us save money forecasts for both regions have
and adds to our long list of
been increased several times
energy efficient projects that
in recent months resulting in
include burning shell for drying more product availability. A
NIS, LED lights in the factory
slowing in the Chinese NIS
and our energy efficient drying market has also made more
building.
kernel available and we are
using this to build new markets.
MMI will sell a record amount
of kernel this year on the back
of continuing high demand and
the 2018 crop is now almost
fully contracted.
We expect kernel production to
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remain a focus of processors in
2019 and we see this as an
exciting opportunity to grow
kernel demand.

approx. 75 shareholders
attended the meeting.

As always our strategy remains
to provide stability to the
market and long term healthy
and profitable growth for the
whole industry. We thank you
for your continued support to
MPC and through them MMI
and we look forward to
continuing to market your high
quality macadamia crops and
achieve the best prices for you.

I am pleased to report that
2017 was yet another
financially successful year for
the company and its two joint
ventures. The final price paid
by MPC for Nut in Shell was a
solid $5.50 a kilo.

Chairman Chris Ford provided
the following address:

MPC and its two joint ventures
have experienced a number of
successful years under the
management of their
respective General Managers.
Growth however brings new
challenges and over the past
year or so it became apparent
to the Board that to continue
this growth we needed to
appoint a Chief Executive
Officer to oversee and
coordinate the daily activities of
the three companies and to
work with the Board in
developing and implementing
strategies for future growth.
Fortunately, we did not have to
look very far for someone to fill
this role as we already had
someone in Larry McHugh with
an exceptional knowledge of
the industry. Larry is settling
into his new role very well and
as he will cover in his
presentation is working on a
number of opportunities for
future growth.

In other developments MMI
has recently appointed BCM (a
Brisbane based full service
marketing agency) to
undertake a brand
development and marketing
strategy review project for the
group in preparation for
increased marketing activity by
MMI and the wider group. The
strategy is to increase the
profile and premium positioning
of MMI globally in order to
support the long term growth
and stability of our target
markets. We will remain the
macadamia supplier of choice.
To support this initiative Ali
Luca Chee has also joined
MMI as Marketing and
Administration Manager to
manage this project and
ultimately execute ongoing
marketing initiatives. Ali comes
with 12 years of brand
This new role is based in the
development and marketing
execution experience across a Brisbane offices of MMI and
Larry and Ann have bought a
wide range of industries.
house in Brisbane and will
relocating there over the next
couple of weeks.

MPC Annual General
Meeting Report

On Friday 24th August 2018
the 35th MPC Annual General
Meeting was held at Ballina
RSL Club.
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such organization's for other
tree nut and dried fruit nut
industries. At its recent annual
conference, it announced the
formation of a Global
Macadamia Council and invited
Larry to be its first chairman. I
would like to congratulate Larry
on this appointment which will
be a key role in bringing
together participants in the
industry in developing markets
to meet increases in future
supply to try to ensure stability
in prices.

MPC returned a pre-tax profit
of $3,247,721. When the
results of our two joint ventures
are included the pre-tax profit
increases to $4,004,454. This
strong result was achieved
after paying a price for NIS of
$5.50 a kilo.
These profit retentions are
required to provide funds for
the ongoing capital expenditure
of the companies to ensure
they can handle forecast
increased future supply,
operate cost effectively and to
cover the cost of dividends
paid to ordinary shareholders.

During the year the company
completed the successful
acquisition of the assets and
business names of Agrimac for
$1,400,000. The true after tax
cost of the acquisition is in the
region of half a million dollars.
This acquisition was seen an
important opportunity to both
bring increased stability to the
Australian Industry and to
attract additional supply to the
company. I am pleased to
report that the majority of the
Until recently there has been
previous Agrimac suppliers
no global organisation bringing have supplied the company
key participants in the
this season.
macadamia industry together.
The International Nut Council is The company also employed
two previous Agrimac
a body based in Spain which
employees , John Allen who is
over the years has facilitated
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an agronomist and Merv
Dudgeon who drives the former
Agrimac classic truck which is
now bearing the MPC logo.
Michael Donnelly another
Agrimac employee is employed
by MMI.

to distinguish between
supplying and non-supplying
shareholders. Since then the
company has paid an annual
dividend on the shares of
supplying shareholders. We
were pleased this year to
As reported last year the board increase the dividend to a fully
franked 40 cents a share which
approved a proposal to
it is hoped will further enhance
increase our storage and
the value at which shares
drying capacity with the
construction of a new building change hands.
to provide a dedicated facility
Over the past few years we
for drying and bagging NIS for have been successful in
the Nut in Shell market, freeing attracting an increasing
up valuable space in the
number of suppliers to the
factory for kernel processing
company. This is important to
and warehousing. Construction the company as with the
of this building has recently
greater the quantity of
commenced with completion
throughput the fixed processing
due prior to next season. This cost per kilo is reduced
building will provide valuable
resulting in the company being
additional drying and storage
able to higher prices to
capacity of 500 tons as well as suppliers. With the addition in
space for packaging and
the current season of a large
storage.
number of previous Agrimac
suppliers , we now have about
In addition to this there are
350 suppliers.
currently two other significant

new projects. The first of which
has been imposed on us by our
insurers is to upgrade our
water storage and install a
sprinkler system. Without this
we would be unable to obtain
insurance in the future which is
essential to protect the
business against any disasters.
The cost of this project is
$1,350,000.
The second project is the
installation of a 750 kilowatt
solar electric system for about
$1,200,000. This project has a
relatively fast pay back period
and will provide a degree of
protection against future
electricity price rises.
Over the past ten years the
Board has strived to enhance
the market value of shares.
The first step in this process
was to change the constitution
THE NUTSHELL
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customers.

Thirdly MMI wishes to continue
to expand its role as the
leading global marketer of
macadamias. One of the main
benefits of such a position is
the ability to deal directly with
major global customers and to
have an impact on the stability
of prices. As Larry mentioned
at the season opening day the
South African industry has
never had a processor with
equivalent facilities to the
Australian industry. This is
being rectified by the formation
of a new processor Global
Macadamias backed by
several leading South African
growers. It is currently building
a factory to be operational in
2020. Throughput of the factory
in that year is likely to be more
than 10,000 tons with
projections of an increase to
30,000 tons in a fairly short
period. We believe it is in the
best interests of growers and
stability of prices to work
Macadamia Marketing
closely with this new processor
in marketing. To this end it is
International
There have been a number of expected that Global will take a
one third shareholding in MMI
developments with respect to
which will market all its product
MMI over the past year.
through MMI. This will
Firstly with the move of Larry to significantly strengthen MMIs
the role of Chief Executive
position as the leading
Officer, we have recruited a
marketer of macadamias. This
new General Manager, Charles is an investment by Global in
Cormack. Charles brings a new MMI and involves no
energy to our marketing and
investment by MMI or MPC in
takes on the challenge of
South Africa.
developing new markets as
crops expand. Charles will be As mentioned earlier in my
making a presentation later in presentation the Board and
Larry are also looking at a
this meeting.
number of other opportunities
Secondly MMI has rented
to enhance the profitability of
office space in the Brisbane
MMI which would flow through
CBD and relocated there. This to the processors enabling
is a much better location for a them to pay better prices for
company arketing macadamias NIS.
from a number of sources and
is much more accessible to
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Current Season
Overall I believe growers are
slightly disappointed with the
size of their crops in the
Northern Rivers. The crop in
Bundaberg however has
exceeded expectations. With
the benefit of the additional
crop from previous Agrimac
growers the MPC intake will
be in excess of 12,000t, we
believe it will also be in
excess of 25% of the total
Australian crop. Together
with PGM we should process
in excess of 50% of the
Australian crop.

question is that no one
variety will have all the
attributes that makes it the
perfect fit for your orchard
site. There are a range of
important characteristics that
need to be considered when
selecting a variety that may
be suitable for an orchard
site. It is the interplay
between the variety
characteristics, the orchard
site, environment and
management system which
will determine which variety is
selected.

The number of macadamia
varieties available in Australia
Our initial price for the
have increased over the
season was $5.20 and our
current forecasts indicate that years due to the work of plant
for the tenth year running we breeding. Over time some
should be able to announce a have proven to be more
price increase in December. desirable than others,
especially those that have
Larry and Charles will talk in shown long term performance
detail about the market
as mature trees.
outlook in their presentations
Regional variety trials (RVT’s)
Acknowledgement
have shown that there is
considerable variation in
It has been another
variety performance by region
successful year and thank
you to both you the growers – for example a variety which
performs well in Bundaberg
for your support and the
may not perform well in
management and their
colleagues for all their efforts Northern NSW. A major
recommendation is that you
over the past year.
do a lot of back ground
We look forward to a
research through either
challenging, dynamic year
visiting and/or speaking to
ahead. On behalf of the
local growers in your chosen
Board- Thank You.
area of production. It is also
recommended that you
choose a number of varieties
to plant in your orchard to
What macadamia
spread the level of risk.

varieties should I
plant?



Sensory quality (taste,
texture, shelf-life) must be
acceptable



Uniform in colour and free
from discolouration



Even in colour after roasting



Regular, round kernels
weighing 2 to 3g



Regular round nut in shell
(NIS)



No NIS <17mm



NIS remains in husk after it
falls from the tree

 Husk

separates readily from
NIS in a dehusker

 No

husk adhering to shell

 High

whole kernel
percentage

 Not

prone to germination –
on the orchard floor and on
the tree

 Not

prone to having open
micropyle

Desirable tree characteristics
include:
 Trees

that have the size and
shape to fit the density to be
planted (i.e. large spreading
trees do not produce to their
optimum in tight row spaces
- small trees in large spaces
do not fully utilise the land
resource)

 High

kernel yield potential
(kg/ha)

 Highly

precocious

 Longevity

of production

 A nut drop pattern that suits
When first deciding on a
the seasonal rainfall of the
macadamia variety there are
area (i.e. nuts are not shed/
Jim Patch, Agricultural Liaison
a range of characteristics to
lost during the highest
Officer
assess. These characteristics
annual rainfall period)
involve the nut, kernel and
“What macadamia varieties
 A nut drop pattern that has
the tree.
should I plant? This question
nuts shed prior to the next
is often asked and the simple Desirable nut and kernel
seasons flower set
characteristics include:
answer to this complex
 Does not have accentuated
THE NUTSHELL
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bi-annual cropping habits

Macksville area, the midnorth coast region is
 Low susceptibility to
predominately smaller scale
disease eg.Husk-spot or
orchards, with the terrain
phytophthora (root rot).
being steeper slopes. There
 Has cross pollination
are few large orchards. The
potential
annual rainfall in the area is
 Not brittle and prone to wind about 1486mm (Smokey
Cape) with the wettest period
breakage
of the year being from
 Not easily heat/water
January to June.
stressed
Temperatures in the area are
mean max. of 23.4°C and a
 Has a more open then
mean min. of 15.7°C. Soils in
dense tree canopy – for
optimal light penetration, air the area vary widely from
sandy loam on the coastal
movement and spray
orchards to heavier black/
penetration
grey soils further inland.
Once we are confident of the
above attributes then we
A38
need to examine
The A38 variety is an early
performance within the region bearing, vigorous and very
that we are likely to plant in. upright tree that can be
The following provides a
susceptible to wind damage
summary of the best
in exposed sites. It exhibits
performers by region and
an open canopy and is
incorporates grower
suitable for closer plantings.
comments. There are other
Av. SKR 39%
varieties that may be
applicable, but the
Nut Drop – Mid season
information is restricted to the
Pest & disease – Husk spot &
most commonly selected
phytophthora and nut borer
varieties.
Growth habit – Upright,
When examining
performance, a focus should medium.
be on the yield of saleable
kernel per hectare and not
the kernel recovery
percentage. Payment is
based upon the amount of
kernel you produce and a
variety that may have a lower
kernel recovery but produces
considerably more nut in shell
can provide far better returns
than a variety with high kernel
recovery and a low quantity
of nut in shell. It is getting the
balance right between kernel
recovery, yield and
management that is critical.

Mid North Coast
Centred around the Valla/
THE NUTSHELL
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Grower’s comments: Very
consistent producers. When
young A38 is highly
susceptible to wind damage
and grows very long and
leggy branches. Pruning in
the early years is required to
reduce wind susceptibility
and develop a strong tree.
Older A38’s still produce
consistently well.

- Av. SKR 38%

- Nut Drop – Early and midseason
- Pest & disease –
Phytophthora
- Growth habit – Upright,
medium
Growers Comments: Drop
their nut in two distinct drops:
early and mid-season; this
makes them very easy to
manage during harvest. A29
does not perform well in dry
conditions and Phytophthora
is the biggest threat to tree
health. Its performance is
enhanced by heavy
applications of compost.
A16
The A16 variety is an early
bearing, thin shelled, upright
tree with a moderate to dense
canopy. A16 can be grown at
higher densities and will
benefit from periodic limb
removal to open up the
canopy.
Av. SKR% 41 - 43
Nut Drop – Mid – very late
season
Pest & disease – Husk spot &
phytophthora
Growth habit – Spreading,
medium

Growers Comments: A16’s
are consistent performers in
the mid-north coast region.
They are however notorious
for stick tights. The harvest
season is extended due to
the high levels of stick tights
they produce. They are highly
susceptible to husk spot and
A29
the high levels of stick tights
Similar to A38, the A29
provides a constant source of
variety is an early bearing,
vigorous and very upright tree spores. The level of stick
tights can be reduced by the
that can be susceptible to
use of Ethrel® and
wind damage in exposed
mechanical nut removal.
sites.
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multiple flooding deposition
events. Depending on the
specific location the land may
be flood prone and this
(intensity and duration) would
need to be investigated.
There are areas of Acid
Sulfate Soils (ASS) or
potential ASS that can impact
upon sites and must be
managed according to the
- Av. SKR% 41 - 43
NSW Acid Sulfate Soils
Manual. Trees grown on this
- Nut Drop – Mid – late
land have typically been more
season
compact than those grown on
- Pest & disease – Husk spot
the Red Ferrosols. Typically
& phytophthora.
this land has previously been
- Growth habit - Spreading,
used for sugar cane
medium.
production.
A4
The A4 variety is a very early
bearing, thin shelled,
spreading to rounded tree.
A4s can be grown at higher
densities and require
consistent limb removal to
open up the canopy and
ensure young growth within
the canopy.

Growers Comments: The
A4’s produce very well when
younger but as they age they
require more attention to
achieve good production.
They require a higher plane
of nutrition than most other
varieites A4 requires limb
removal every 2-3 years once
the trees have reached 14-15
years to keep growth in the
centre of the tree. They are
susceptible to husk spot (less
than A16) but with
strategically timed fungicide
applications losses are
minimal.

Northern Rivers
Coastal Flats
The coastal flats as their
name suggests, is flat land
that is in close proximity to
the coast (between the coast
and the escarpment).
Average rainfall for the area
is approximately 1379mm
(Broadwater Sugar Mill
station). The average
maximum and minimum
temperatures are 24.7°C and
13.5°C respectively. The soils
are highly variable as they
have been created from
THE NUTSHELL
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344
The 344 variety is not very
precocious, typically coming
into production at year 5. It
has been a main stay of the
industry in Northern NSW. It
is generally considered an
upright tree, but given space
it will become a more
rounded tree. It produces a
nice, rounded shaped kernel.
- Av. SKR 34%
- Nut Drop – mid-season
- Pest & disease –
average. Nut Borer when
young due to the setting of
nuts in clusters.
- Growth habit – upright,
medium, rounded to uprightconical
Grower comments: It has
produced high yields at
Newrybar with Kernel
recovery in the high 30’s. The
344 variety exhibits a
different growth pattern on
the coastal flats - the tree is
smaller and has a more
rounded growth habit
compared to being more
upright on the Alstonville
plateau. The absence of

mechanical hedging may also
play a significant role in their
growth habit.
A203
The A203 is a small to
medium rounded tree. It is
highly precious, often
producing a harvestable crop
in its 3rd year. While it has
been available for over 10
years, there has been
relatively small plantings of it
until recently.
- Av. SKR 33%

- Nut Drop – mid-season
- Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit – Spreading,
medium, open canopy
Grower comment: This
variety has shown highly
variable kernel recovery
results. The large numbers
that are being planted are
due to its precocity. It has a
nice open tree structure.

741
The 741 variety is very similar
in tree appearance to 344. It
is not precocious, with the
first year of commercial
cropping year 6-7. It is
considered more heat
tolerant than 344.
- Av. SKR 35%
- Nut Drop – early to midseason
- Pest & disease – average

- Growth habit – upright,
medium, open canopy
Grower comments: It is a
more open tree than 344. It
has performed very well on
the Alstonville Plateau and
while not precious, in mature
orchards it has cropped
consistently well over time.
246
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The 246 variety is a larger
spreading variety that is suited
to lower tree densities.
Produces high amount of leaf
litter, which can impact on
harvesting.
- Av. SKR 37%
- Nut Drop – mid-season
- Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit – medium to
large spreading/round,
moderately dense
Grower comment: This variety
is used predominately as a
pollinator in plantings on the
coastal flats. It is prone to wind
damage. It is a consistent
cropper.
816
The 816 variety produces high
kernel recovery and the kernel
is of high quality. It is not
considered precocious but it is
not a late variety to start
cropping. Has performed well
in variety trials.
- Av. SKR 40%
- Nut Drop –Early to midseason
- Pest & disease – Husk spot

typically deep red Ferrosols.
They are highly structured
soils with high drainage rates.
The average rainfall in the
area is 1805 mm and the
weather conditions are mild as
a result of the orchards
proximity to the sea. Mean
maximum and minimum
- Av. SKR 42%
temperatures are 23.5°C and
15°C respectively. Highest
- Nut Drop – mid to late
average rainfall months are
season
March and June which can
- Pest & disease – unknown
make harvesting nuts difficult
- Growth habit - medium to tall, at this time of the year for early
spreading and moderately
dropping varieties. While there
dense canopy
is little expansion currently
occurring, some replanting is
Grower’s comments:
being undertaken.
Interesting new variety with
attractive results reported for
A203
production and SKR. It has a
moderate to low rating for stick The A203 is a small to medium
rounded tree. It is highly
tights in the RVTs. Unproven
precocious, often producing a
in orchard conditions.
harvestable crop in its 3rd
year. While it has been
MCT1
available for over 10 years,
The MCT1 variety is a new
release, with the variety rights there has been relatively small
plantings of it until recently.
being owned by the
G
The ‘G’ variety is a new
release from the Australian
Macadamia Industries
breeding project. It is
precocious and has shown
promise in the trials at
Alstonville.

Macadamia Conservation
Trust. In trials in the
Bundaberg region it has been
found to be a compact, hardy
tree that is very precocious.

- Growth habit - medium to
large moderately upright,
moderately dense canopy

- Av. SKR 43%

Grower comments: When
healthy, this variety can
produce very well. 816 is
highly prone to phythothora. At
maturity, this variety can suffer
yield decline, potentially due to
the smaller root mass it has
compared to other trees. It has
a tendency to also hollow out
which can be managed with
targeted limb removal. It
performs best when there is
adequate organic matter
added to the soil and good
nutrient management. 816 is
prone to stick tights.

- Pest & disease – unknown

THE NUTSHELL
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- Nut Drop – mid to late
season
- Growth habit - compact size
and has a slightly spreading
open canopy.
Grower comments: MCT1’s
trial results reported for
production and SKR are very
good, but they are only for
Bundaberg. It’s reported
compact size is a highly
desirable trait. Unproven in
orchard conditions in NSW.
Alstonville Plateau
Soils on the plateau are

- Av. SKR 33%
- Nut Drop – mid-season
- - Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit – Medium,
spreading, open canopy
Grower comments: This
variety has shown highly
variable kernel recovery
results. The precocity of the
variety is a highly desirable
trait in replanting situations. Its
open canopy allows good
spray penetration and
coverage.
741
The 741 variety is very similar
in tree appearance to 344. It is
not precocious, with the first
year of commercial cropping
year 6-7. It is considered more
heat tolerant than 344.
- Av. SKR 35%
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- Nut Drop – early to midseason

the centre productive as it
ages. Often described as the
“new 246” but with a higher
kernel recovery.

months of the year are
December to March.

The 246 variety is a larger
spreading variety that is suited
to lower tree densities.
Produces high amounts of leaf
litter, which can impact on
harvesting.

- Nut Drop –Early to midseason

- Av. SKR 37%

Grower comments: When
healthy, this variety can
produce very well. 816 is
highly prone to Phytophthora.
At maturity, this variety can
suffer yield decline, potentially
due to the smaller root mass it
has compared to other trees. It
has a tendency to also hollow
out which can be managed
with targeted limb removal. It
performs best when there is
adequate organic matter
added to the soil and good
nutrient management. 816 is
prone to stick tights.

The 741 variety is a main stay
within the Bundaberg industry.
It is a large, hardy, later
bearing variety that typically
first bears in year 5 and
reaches commercial yields in
year 7-8. However, once it
begins cropping it is a
consistent performer.

- Pest & disease – average

Abnormal Vertical Growth
(AVG) is a factor that should
- Growth habit – large, uprightbe considered when selecting
816
open canopy
The 816 variety produces high varieties and those that are
Grower comments: It is a
kernel recovery and the kernel more spreading than upright
more open tree than 344. It
are preferred. While found in
has performed very well on the is of high quality. It is not
considered precocious but it is many different soil types, the
Alstonville Plateau and while
red soils are considered a
not a late variety to start
not precocious, in mature
cropping. Has performed well higher risk for AVG.
orchards it has cropped
in variety trials.
consistently well over time.
- Av. SKR 40%
741
246

- Nut Drop – mid-season
- Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit – Large
spreading/round, moderately
dense

Grower comments: A very
large spreading tree that is
well suited to wide row
spacing’s (eg 10m). It has
been a consistent producer
and still bears well.
849

- Pest & disease – Husk spot
- Growth habit - medium to
large moderately upright,
moderately dense canopy

The 849 variety is not
precocious but is a later
bearing tree that produces well Bundaberg, Qld
when mature and has a higher Bundaberg is Australia’s
kernel recovery.
largest macadamia production
region and is still expanding. It
- Av. SKR 40%
is categorised by large
- Nut Drop –mid-season
holdings, with flat land and
- Pest & disease – Husk spot long tree rows. The Average
rainfall in Bundaberg is
- Growth habit – Medium,,
1017mm and mean maximum
spreading, moderate to dense and minimum temperatures
canopy
are 26.7°C and 16.4°C
respectively. This makes
Grower comments: Good
irrigation a necessity. The soil
yield, a big tree that spreads
types vary from red ferrosols
widely. Does well when limb
removal is undertaken to keep to sandy loams. The wettest
THE NUTSHELL
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- Av. SKR 35%
- Nut Drop – February - May
- Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit - Large uprightopen canopy
Grower Comments: a
consistent producer in mature
orchards. Easy to manage tree
that doesn’t have major pest or
disease issues. It can have a
high level of stick tight nuts if
the irrigation program is not
correctly adjusted.
A203
The A203 is a small to medium
rounded tree. It is highly
precocious, often producing a
harvestable crop in its 3rd
year. While it has been
available for over 10 years,
there has been relatively small
plantings of it until recently.
- Av. SKR 33%
- Nut Drop – April - May
- Pest & disease – average
- Growth habit – Medium, open
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canopy

Grower comments: A
Consistent producer and a
tough tree. This variety has
shown highly variable kernel
recovery results. The precocity
of the variety is a highly
desirable trait.
A4
The A4 variety is a very early
bearing, thin shelled,
spreading to rounded tree. It
flowers profusely.
- Av. SKR 42%
- Nut Drop – June - July
- Pest & disease – Husk
spot and phytophthora
- Growth habit - medium
spreading to rounded,
moderate to open canopy
Growers Comments: The
A4’s produce very well when
younger but as they age they
require more attention to
achieve good production. They
require a higher plane of
nutrition, with up to twice the
fertiliser of traditional varieties.
It has been used as a replant
where trees have suffered
AVG and is considered less
prone to AVG than some other
varieties.
816
The 816 variety produces high
kernel recovery and the kernel
is of high quality. It is not
considered precious but it is
not a late variety to start
cropping. The variety requires
a higher level of nutrition and
is more susceptible to
phytophthora.
- Av. SKR 40%
- Nut Drop – March-June
- Pest & disease – Husk spot,
mistletoe, phytophthora
- Growth habit - Medium –
THE NUTSHELL
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large, spreading, moderately
upright, moderate to dense
canopy
Grower comments: When
healthy, this variety can
produce large crops and high
kernel recovery nuts. 816 is
highly prone to Phytophthora
and its susceptibility is believe
to be linked to the slow
growing and small root system
it develops. Does well on soil
that is rich in organic matter.
842

Grower comments: Daddow
is variety that has performed
well in hard conditions and is
suited to marginal soil types. It
responds well to Ethephon and
this greatly reduces the stick
tight problems.

Summary

Appropriate variety selection is
a key part in the development
of productive and profitable
orchards. However, variety
selection is often a difficult
process due to various
The 842 variety is a hardy,
environmental factors that will
early bearing tree that is suited modify the growth habit and
to warmer areas.
productive potential of the
variety. To assist with variety
Av. SKR 38%
selection, this summary has
Nut Drop April – August
attempted to list the main
Pest & disease – Husk spot,
varieties currently being
stick tights
planted, their agronomic and
productive characteristics and
Growth habit - Medium to
any current grower opinions
large, moderately upright,
related to them.
open canopy when young,
more dense with age.
Interestingly, while many
Grower comments: 842 is a growers interviewed were
highly precocious variety with interested in kernel recovery,
>2t of kernel/ha by 6 years old they acknowledged that
being achieved. It suffers mite varieties which produce higher
damage to the husk frequently kernel recoveries also required
and this makes dehusking very a higher degree of
management. As such, they
difficult.
were generally prepared to
Daddow
forgo kernel recovery for
The Daddow variety is an early easier management and
consistent production. Also of
bearing, hardy and reliable
importance is the advice to
producer. It is prone to stickplant a minimum of 4-5
tights. Its dense canopy can
varieties to spread risk and
also present some
management challenges such increase the potential for
suitable cross pollination.
as achieving effective spray
coverage in the centre of the
References
tree.
Selecting Better Macadamia
- Av. SKR 37%
Varieties, Stephenson, R. &
Gallagher, E. information
- Nut Drop – June - October
series Q10083 QDPI 2000.
- Pest & disease – Husk spot,
Weatherzone http://
rats & insects
www.weatherzone.com.au/
- Growth habit - medium climate/station
large, moderately upright, very
Bureau of Meteorology http://
dense canopy
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www.bom.gov.au/climate/
averages/tables
‘Maximise your macadamia
crop with better pollination’,
Howlett et al. Department of
Agriculture and Food, 2017.
Macadamia Variety Identifier,
Noel Vock, Agrilink Series
QAL9808, 1998.

looking to dedicate a space for
a helicopter to land in an
emergency. Featured here is a
diagram to highlight some of
the main considerations and is
a guide only for those seeking
to ensure that a helicopter can
access and land safely on their
property.

One of the key factors to keep
in mind is the sheer size of the
Rescue Helicopter. It can
weigh up to 7 tonne when fully
loaded and being a twin
engine helicopter it produces a
Rescue Helicopter
significant amount of down
When many of us think of the wash, enough to cause large
Westpac Life Saver Rescue
tree branches to snap and it
Helicopter, our thoughts often can blow away loose items
picture dramatic rescues at
such as roofing and bins. In
sea or horrific road accident
choosing a landing site, it is
scenes on a highway. The
recommended that it be 50m x
Service performs 3 types of
50m square, relatively flat and
missions: Primary (responding clear of any objects, and have
to an emergency/accident),
a clear approach and
Secondary (transferring
departure path which is clear
patients between hospitals)
of trees or powerlines.
and Search & rescue. Tasked Importantly, it should also be
on average more than once a considered if emergency
day, the Service also plays a
vehicles can access the
vital role in rural areas such as landing site as often they can
accidents on farms.
be required to bring a patient
to the aircraft or help to take
Over the years, the Service
the helicopter medical team to
has been asked by property
the scene of an accident.
owners what are some the
main things to consider when
Macadamia Growers
Handbook, DPI&F, 2004.

Position Vacant
Lehl Family Trust
We are a small-medium
horticulture business growing
blueberries, raspberries and
macadamias, located in the
Corindi Beach area.
We a currently looking for a
full time manager with
following requirements:
- Experience in plant and
equipment associated with
Horticulture
- Chemcert or knowledge of
use of chemicals in
Horticulture
- Experience of Tractors with
implements
- Previous experience in
Macadamias is desirable but
not necessary
- Physically fit to meet the
core job demand
- Able to work with employees
from many backgrounds

Salary will be based on
experience.
Please send all resumes to
lehlfamilytrust@gmail.com or
call 0401291364 if you have
any questions.

Adapted guidelines for landing site for the Westpac Rescue Helicopter
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MPC extends its
commitment to
conserving Australia’s
wild macadamias

“Whilst over 80% of
wild macadamia
trees have been
lost since
European
settlement, a lot is
now being done by
MPC (in conjunction with
Pacific Gold Macadamias and the Macadamia
Conservation Trust
Macadamia Marketing
International) has extended its to secure their
future. And we are
ongoing commitment to
excited to play a
conserving Australia’s wild
macadamias with a generous role in protecting
the macadamia
donation of $10,000 for the
fourth consecutive year to the species.”
Macadamia Conservation
The aim is to
Trust (MCT).
eventually have
The donation will be used by
the MCTto locate and protect
wild macadamias in their
natural habitat and tap into
their genetic diversity.

one of each the
four macadamia
species growing at
the factory .

Larry McHugh and Steve Lee representing MPC, PGM
and MMI and Denise Bond from the Macadamia
Conservation Trust planting a Macadamia tetraphylla

“Australia is the home of the
macadamia nut and the only
country where macadamias
are found in the wild,” says the
MCT’s Denise Bond.

Chemical Users Refresher Course
2018

“We are therefore in the
enviable position of being at
the cutting edge of the global
macadamia industry.

Where: MPC Board Room

“Having access to our
macadamia trees in the wild
means we are exclusively
placed to tap into their genetic
diversity. This gives our
macadamia nuts the best
chance of adapting to changes
in weather patterns, emerging
pests and diseases and
improvements to kernel
recovery and quality.

The refresher course will be conducted for MPC
suppliers by TAFE Wollongbar again this year for
growers who’s Certificate expires in 2018.
When: Thursday 8th November, 2018.
Time: 9.00am – 1.00pm
Cost: $150 (payable to TAFE)
Bookings for this course are essential. For further
information or to book please contact Jim Patch on
0427 243 900 or jimpatch@mpcmacs.com.au

MPC’s general manager Steve For Sale
Lee says the decision to
Winged Slasher
support the initiative was an
Heavy duty Superior wingeasy one.
“It is absolutely vital that our
industry has future access to
untapped genetic diversity by
finding ways to conserve the
remnant wild macadamias,”
says Mr. Lee.
THE NUTSHELL
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lift slasher, 3.23 metre
wide cut. Wing width 1.4
metres. In good condition.

$9,9000.00 including GST.
Contact Robert Mosse
0428 283 419.
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For Sale

For Sale

De-husking machinery

Brunt Harvester

receival bin, de-husking unit with
trommel, sorting table, loading
elevator, sorting table return
elevator and water sorter.

2.7m wide head, large wheel
packs, reversible Macmaster
ejectors with stainless axles.
Drag chains fitted for nut
rumbling, weighted wheel axle
mounts.

Silos 2 x 7 tonne (with silencers)
2 x 1.8 tonne, all with soft let
down and MBDHT (multi bin
differential humidity temperature
aeration control)

Currently fitted with euro quick
hitch, also comes with 3PL
mounting hitch. Auger fitted with
rubbers for partial dehusking.
Quick change hydraulics,
Separate rear PTO pump and
large oil resevoir. Lots of spares
included.

In good condition and located in
Alphadale area, price ‘best offer’
Contact Peter Squire 0484 904
008 or ingalba@bigpond.com

For Sale

$5,500

Brunt Harvester

Contact Greg Wilmot 0402 023
170 FEDERAL/EUREKA

three point linkage attachment, fitted
with a leaf extractor fan. Located at
Rosebank NSW. $3000.00 O.N.O.
Contact Chris Ford
cford90@hotmail.com

Wanted to Buy

For Sale

A 10” Farmi Forest PTO driven
wood chipper

50t Silo’s

Contact Andrew Leslie 0434 191
644

Good Condition. PriceNegotiable
Contact Steven Lee at MPC on
02 6624 3900

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the
information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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